Scientific Name: A. leucocephala bahamensis
The Abaco Bahama Amazon parrot, generally referred to as the Abaco
parrot, is a subspecies of the Cuban Amazon. Though the Bahama
Amazon could once be found on Abaco Island, New Providence, San
Salvador, Long Island, Crooked Island, Acklins and Great Inagua, it is
now limited to two subspecies that are only found on Great Inagua and
Abaco Island. This decline is due to a combination of factors,
including: hunting, habitat loss and capture for the pet trade. The
Abaco parrot is currently protected by The Bahamian Wild Bird
Protection Act of 1952 and CITES (Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora).
Abaco parrots are distinctly colored from other birds in The Bahamas.
They have a mostly green body, with white heads and patches of red on
their cheeks, throat and sometimes abdomen. Their legs are pink and
the tips of their wings are blue. They grow to 30.5-33 cm (12-13 in) in
length.
Abaco parrots use their short but powerful bill for eating, climbing,
grooming, playing and defending themselves from predators. They feed
on various fruits, including: wild guava, gumbo limbo, mango, papaya,
poisonwood berries, pigeon berries, stems, blossoms and pine tree seeds.
Pine seeds serve as an important source of protein for this species.
Because their diet is comprised mostly of fruit, Abaco parrots play an
important role in seed dispersal throughout the forest. After they eat
fruit and tree seeds, they pass them in their dung and help replant the
forest and promote new growth.
The Abaco Amazon parrot lives only in the southern pine and broadleaf
forests on Great Abaco Island. It is the only new world parrot to nest in
sub-terrain rock cavities. This habit of ground nesting is likely due to
the few holes found in Abaco’s trees. Many of the Abaco parrot’s nests
have interior ledges or rocky overhangs to help guard the eggs.

